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Hatred of the System: Menacing Loners and
Autonomous Cells in the Netherlands

JELLE VAN BUUREN AND BEATRICE DE GRAAF

Centre for Terrorism and Counterterrorism, Leiden University,
The Hague, The Netherlands

In this article, the violent threat emerging from ‘‘menacing loners’’ and autonomous
cells in The Netherlands is being historicized and contextualized by providing quan-
titative and qualitative insight into this threat and illuminating some of the most
dramatic incidents. Although beyond the core purpose of this mainly empirical article,
some tentative remarks will be presented as possible explanation for both continuity
and change. We argue that the shift from political violence originating from groups
and networks to political violence perpetrated by individuals, and the shift from ideo-
logically motivated violence to performative violence, are both shifts within a continuum,
not radical breaks with the past. It is a difference in degree. Further, we argue that these
gradual shifts in types of violence can only be understood as dependent on parallel
manifestations of counter-policies, technological developments, and broader trends
within society, rather than as attributable to indigenous terrorist developments as such.
We postulate a shift from ideologically motivated to performative violence, resulting
to a large extent from the possibilities offered by the Internet and social media, and
from a broader cultural trend defined as the emergence of the ‘‘casting society.’’

Keywords casting society, death threats, hatred of the system, menacing loners,
performative violence

Whereas the relatively calm and non-violent character of the Dutch political system
and its radical opponents for years has been symbolized by Dutch politicians
peddling on their bikes through the city of The Hague without any visible security
detail, nowadays The Royal and Diplomatic Protection Department (DKDB) is
working overtime in order to protect a range of politicians and other public figures.
Responsible for this shift in protection regime are not only the deadly attacks against
politician Pim Fortuyn (2002) and opinion maker Theo van Gogh (2004), but also
a wave of death threats against national and local politicians. In this article, we will
historicize and contextualize the violent threat emerging from ‘‘menacing loners’’
and autonomous cells in The Netherlands by providing quantitative and qualitative
insight into this threat and illuminating some of the most dramatic incidents.1

In this article, we argue that the assumed double change in current manifestations
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of political violence—from groups and networks to individuals, and from ideologi-
cally motivated violence to performative violence—in fact should be understood as
gradual shifts within a continuum. Both tightly organized terrorist groups and
supposedly ‘‘lone wolves’’ should be seen as ideal types, as poles on a scale on which
political violence manifests itself. Ideologically motivated violence and performative
violence also should be understood as ideal type categorizations, demarcating
a continuum on which different kinds of violence might erupt and conflate.

Further, we argue that these gradual shifts in types of violence can only be
understood as dependent on parallel manifestations of counter-policies, technologi-
cal developments, and broader trends within society. The shift from organized
groups or networks to more individual actions should also be considered the result
of counterterrorist operations, new legislative definitions, and Internet possibilities
rather than attributable to indigenous terrorist developments as such. We postulate
a shift from ideologically motivated to performative violence, resulting to a large
extent from the possibilities offered by the Internet and social media, and from a
broader cultural trend defined as the emergence of the ‘‘casting society.’’

Our research draws extensively on figures and analyses provided by Dutch intel-
ligence services and law enforcement. This of course runs the risk of biased analysis.
Whether radical groups would agree with the characteristics the Dutch intelligence
service assigned to them of course can be doubted. However, this approach makes
it possible to elucidate both continuity and change in the authorities’ threat percep-
tion of violent political actors. The figures we present should also be treated carefully
and with reservation. Due to changing definitions, concepts, and registration
regimes, it is impossible to give an exhaustive and comparable quantitative insight
into violent political incidents. The figures presented therefore should be considered
as no more than a sketch in broad outlines.

Political Violence in the 1960s and 1970s

The Dutch radical decade started with spontaneous incidents of ‘‘ludicrous’’ happen-
ings in Amsterdam in the mid-1960s. After 1966, the more militant Rode Jeugd (Red
Youth) organizations took over, starting in 1967 in Amsterdam, but spreading out to
other cities, such as Eindhoven, where the Philips industrial plant was located. The
adherents of the Rode Jeugd were, according to Malkki,2 radicalized by the Vietnam
War and believed that the world was on the brink of revolution and that their strug-
gle fit within the worldwide fight against imperialism and capitalism. The history of
the group can be divided into two periods: the protest phase of the years 1966–1970
and the period of resistance with the initiatives for armed struggle in 1970–1973.3

The first years of the Rode Jeugd were characterized by ‘‘spontaneity and by a very
loose type of organization.’’4 Whereas most local branches restrained their action to
mostly peaceful acts, the Eindhoven branch was characterized by more provocative
and sometimes violent confrontations with the authorities and especially with the
police.5 Due to a de-radicalising action environment, quarrels about political
ideology and the use of violence, the Rode Jeugd split in November 1971. The
‘‘moderates’’ established a short-lived organization called the Rode Jeugd (ML).6

The remaining ‘‘radicals’’ of the Rode Jeugd adopted more serious and radical ways
of action, including the creation of an organization with legal and illegal branches.7

In the course of 1971–1972, the illegal branches were responsible for minor arson
attacks—for instance against the car of the police commissioner in Eindhoven—some
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unsuccessful bomb attacks, and a few small bomb attacks against the multinational
Philips that succeeded. The attacks were claimed under different names, like the
Philips Griekenland Aktiegroep (Philips Greece Actiongroup) and the Revolu-
tionair Volksverzet Nederland (RVN, the Revolutionary People’s Resistance of
The Netherlands), but were in fact action names of the Rode Jeugd that were
used for illegal actions.8

Due to arrests by police, fear of infiltrators, and problems inhibiting the
establishment of a serious and well-disciplined resistance organisation, Rode Jeugd
was formally disbanded in 1974.9 However, their key members went on as before
with their own network of people and activities. The following years (1974–1976
in particular) were characterized by a search for ways to ‘‘contribute to the world-
wide revolutionary struggle.’’10 Although plans for an urban guerrilla struggle in
The Netherlands never completely disappeared from the agenda, the focus was
mostly on supporting other groups that had already started the armed struggle, like
the Rote Armee Fraktion (RAF) in Germany. Several people from the old cadre of
the Rode Jeugd joined an organization called the Rode Hulp (Red Help), established
in 1973 to organize solidarity with progressive activists in trouble, and took it over as
a legal cover to continue their efforts towards starting an urban guerrilla move-
ment.11 In the summer of 1976, a new opportunity presented itself for the radicals
around the Rode Hulp as they had the chance to join a training camp of the PFLP
(Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine) in South Yemen. Their intention of
again starting up a serious urban guerrilla campaign upon returning to The
Netherlands fell apart as it became apparent that the Dutch Security Agency BVD
was way too well informed about what they were up to, and after two members
were apprehended while on an intelligence mission for the PFLP. On December
31, 1976, the disbandment of the Rode Hulp was announced.12

However, after the disbandment of the Rode Hulp, a new organization called
Rood Verzetsfront RVF (Red Resistance Front) was established.13 The purpose of
the RVF was to support those who opposed the ‘‘fascist system’’ by publicizing
the resistance against the system and by helping activists who were in trouble.14

According to Malkki, in analogy with the Rode Jeugd and Rode Hulp earlier, there
seems to also have been initiatives for armed struggle behind the façade of Rood
Verzetsfront, but this never really took off. The Rood Verzetsfront continued its
existence in the form of a publishing enterprise until the late 1980s.15

The Maoist-inspired sabotage acts were flanked by anticolonial outbursts
organized by South Moluccan youngsters. The disenfranchised second-generation
South Moluccans were children of Moluccan colonial soldiers who had fought for
The Netherlands in the Dutch Indies, and because their lives were endangered by
the postcolonial republican regime in Indonesia after Independence, had been trans-
ported to The Netherlands in 1950, without any prospect of returning or reintegrat-
ing into Dutch society.16 Their children, raised in secluded Moluccan barrack camps
in some centralized areas throughout the country, were not willing to accept the
Dutch neglect of their plight any longer and carried out a number of violent actions,
including hijacking trains, occupying a primary school, and raiding government
buildings. Frustrated by the refusal of authorities to take their feelings of injustice
seriously, and inspired by perceived successes of groups like the Black Panthers
in the U.S., a growing number of second-generation Moluccan youths became
convinced that only a show of force would bring attention to their cause.17 Without
establishing a formal organization, but as a series of consecutive actions of loose
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social groups (consisting of close friends or relatives), they carried out a number of
attacks. Nine hostages lost their lives in these actions that took place between 1970
and 1978. Eight Moluccan activists died during the raids by special forces in order to
end the occupations and hijackings. After 1978, violent political activism by Moluc-
cans declined, although the BVD registered rumours that violent actions were still
considered possible in the years thereafter.18 The fact that the authorities never
framed the Moluccan violence as a homogenous public threat,19 and responded to
the grievances with social services, welfare, dialogue, and integration programmes
contributed to the de-escalation of the conflict. Unlike the situation in West
Germany, where the second-generation RAF terrorists continued their actions for
several years, in The Netherlands the violent political campaigns of the 1970s ended
relatively quickly and did not lead to such prolonged campaigns and confrontation
as in West Germany.

The Movements of the 1980s

In the aftermath of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, new political and social
movements entered the Dutch scene, especially the anti-militarist movement. The
squatters’ movement and the anti-imperialist movement were at the forefront of
what was referred to as ‘‘The Movement’’: a conglomerate of action groups engaged
in squatting, radical anti-militarism, anti-nuclear energy protests, anti-Apartheid
actions, anti-racism and fascism, and radical feminist groupings. Individuals and
networks that were part of the movement were engaged in innovative, radical, and
sometimes violent political actions. The anti-militarist group ‘‘Onkruit’’ (started in
1974) attracted the most attention with spectacular actions, ranging from occupa-
tions of military buildings, disturbances at military parades, breaking into and
destroying military bunkers, and breaking into different military buildings in order
to steal and afterwards publish secret documents. An important dimension of
Onkruit’s struggle entailed the break-in at military barracks in order to steal and
expose secret military plans in which the army prepared itself for actions against
targeted individuals and groups within society in times of crises.20 From January
1977 till January 1982, about 200 actions were carried out under the name of
Onkruit. According to Dutch intelligence, some 500 persons were involved in
different actions. Dutch intelligence described Onkruit as ‘‘not an action group
but rather a group of actions.’’ Further, Dutch intelligence defined it as ‘‘a pheno-
menon that from an organisational viewpoint was hard to describe.’’21 Remarkably,
actions were not accompanied by any clear demand towards the authorities.
According to Onkruit publications, expressing distaste for current society was
more important than an alternative perspective of the future.

The same period gave rise to the squatters’ movement. Grounded in concrete
actions for affordable housing, the squatters’ movement developed itself not only
as the centre of a radical counter culture but also created the physical infrastructure
for an autonomous life independent from authorities. Major squatted buildings not
only had an important symbolic value but also accommodated autonomous printing
offices, broadcast stations, restaurants, pubs, music stages, and small businesses.
Street confrontations with authorities during evictions from buildings frequently
ended in massive and violent street fights. Dutch intelligence described the move-
ment as an ‘‘unstructured phenomenon’’ in which a ‘‘colourful collection of different
groups and individuals are connected not as much by common goals and strategies,
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as by a life-style characterized by autonomy and individualism.’’22 Several thousand
activists were believed to be part of the movement. The movement was further
characterized by a strong negative orientation towards established leftist political
parties, civil organisations, and trade unions. Living a life full of action, pleasure,
autonomy, and subversion was more important than aspiring to some kind of
formal political goal or waiting for the ‘‘right class conditions’’ to arrive. Instru-
mental violence (the rational use of violence in order to achieve a goal) was mixed
with expressive violence: violence intended to shed light on perceived injustices but
not targeted at mobilizing popular support. This type of violence could be motivated
by anger and indignation about concrete abuses, but also considered as a necessary
discharge of tensions, or as an expression of emotional awareness of being in
confrontation with the state.23 Although the threat to public order was perceived
limited by the secret services, the ‘‘impertinence and professionalism as well as
the frequency of actions’’ did have a ‘‘strong impact on general feelings of insecurity’’
and therefore intelligence kept a close watch on the movement.24 See Table 1.

Fragmentation and the Rise of Anti-Imperialist Struggle

From within the movement, an anti-imperialist orientation developed during the
mid-1980s aimed at uniting the by then fragmentized and isolated remnants of the
activist networks from the 1970s. These efforts, however, were strongly criticized
and rejected by most of the remaining activists. According to Dutch intelligence,
the average activist was too autonomous to follow an all-embracing theory as
a guiding principle for future activism. Emotional activism based on individual
engagement was deemed more important.26 Although the movement was averse to
presumed ideological leadership or dogmatism, some general ideas surfaced. Central

Table 1. Violent political incidents from ‘‘The Movement,’’ 1980–198925

Motive 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Total

Anti-imperialism 1 0 2 2 1 4 2 2 – – 14
Anti-apartheid – – – – 1 19 19 5 48 47 139
Anti-militarism 2 1 – 2 2 2 4 3 2 5 23
Housing – 2 4 1 1 4 – 1 1 – 14
Transport – – – 1 – – – 1 – – 2
Nuclear energy – – 1 – – 4 1 – – – 6
Bio=gen
technology

– – – – – – – – – 1 1

Animal rights – – – – – – – 1 – 6 7
Not clear 2 – 2 4 1 8 10 5 3 – 35
Total 5 3 9 10 6 41 36 18 54 59 241

Note: Buijs, Overtuiging en Geweld. Vreedame en Gewelddadige Acties Tegen de Apartheid
(see note 23 below), 173; BVD, Kwartaaloverzicht BVD 1985, 4e Kwartaal 1985 (Den Haag:
Author, 1985); BVD, Kwartaaloverzicht BVD 1987, 1e Kwartaal 1987 Nr. 2048.927 (Den
Haag: Author, 1987); BVD, Kwartaaloverzicht BVD 1987, 4e Kwartaal 1987 Nr. 2070.330
(Den Haag: Author, 1987); BVD, Kwartaaloverzicht BVD 1988, 4e Hwartaal 1988 Nr.
2094.467 (Den Haag: Author, 1988); Klerks, Terreurbestrijding in Nederland, 1970–1988 (see
note 9 below).
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to anti-imperialist ideology was the idea that the capitalist world order is fundamen-
tally unjust, and that this injustice manifests itself in fundamental contradictions
between capital and labour, patriarchal exploitation and racist exploitation of
Southern countries by Western business and migrant workers in the ‘‘Heart of
the Beast.’’ The primary targets in the struggle against these injustices were new tech-
nologies (genetic technology, biotechnology), population policies, flexible labour
policies, city planning, immigration and asylum policies, and European integration
(‘‘Europe of Capitalism’’).

Although anti-imperialism conflicted with the spontaneous and autonomous
character of the movement, during the 1980s the anti-imperialist tendency gained
strength. This was due to some spectacular and successful actions of the anti-
imperialist inspired group RaRa (Revolutionary Anti-Racist Action). With a series
of arson attacks, the multinational Makro was forced to divest themselves of their
activities in South Africa. When RaRa repositioned its actions towards Shell, a wave
of smaller actions against Shell gas stations and other Shell affiliates were carried out
independently by a plethora of ad hoc groups and individuals. The anti-imperialist
tendency was further strengthened when police arrested eight RaRa suspects
in 1988.27 A wave of solidarity passed through the remainder of the movement.
Some action groups launched actions against biotechnology,28 city planning, and
European integration efforts. After the apartheid regime collapsed, RaRa redirected
its actions against Dutch asylum and immigration policies with bomb attacks against
the military police in 1990 (responsible for the deportation of illegal aliens and
rejected asylum seekers), the Ministry of Justice, the residence of Dutch politician
Kosto (responsible for asylum policies in 1991), and the Ministry of Social Welfare
and Employment in 1993 (responsible for retrieving illegal migrants). The tactical
and strategic goals of their actions were defined by RaRa as a) a contribution to
the political awareness of exploitation and oppression, b) showing by the ‘‘Propa-
ganda of the Deed’’ that radical resistance was possible, c) blocking or sabotaging
governmental policies or business operations, and d) contributing to the formation
of a radical counter force able to resist and change policies.29

Dutch Intelligence believed that by 1997 RaRa had ceased to exist. Some 100
persons were thought to form the hard core of the anti-imperialist scene. Some 20
persons within this scene were believed to be core members or close supporters of
RaRa. Although especially the bomb attack on Kosto’s place could have been lethal,
RaRa never aimed at wounding or murdering individuals, as was acknowledged by
Dutch intelligence. After the bomb attack against the house of Kosto, it was debated
whether politicians should be better protected. The conclusion, however, was that
as a matter of principle, public authorities in The Netherlands should not be
surrounded by bodyguards and should stay accessible to the public.30 Furthermore,
the attacks by RaRa were not referred to as terrorism, but were consciously defined
as violent political activism (in the same way as earlier the 1970s campaigns by Red
Youth and the Moluccans were never publically labelled as terrorism). See Table 2.

At the end of the 1980s, what was left of the once active and lively movement of
the 1980s crumbled further down into some small action groups and initiatives.
From the start of the 1990s, Dutch intelligence concluded that the threat from
the movement had almost disappeared.32 Dejection, lethargy, fragmentation,
and decline were the keywords used about the remnants of the autonomous left
movement. Combined with international developments like the fall of the apartheid
regime, the fall of the Berlin Wall, the neoliberal ideologies and policies that
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triumphed in the 1990s, and the beginnings of the new millennium, the movement of
the 1980s and its violent exponents seemed to have reached the end of their life cycle.

Revival of Activism

At the beginning of the new millennium, authorities detected a resurrection of auto-
nomous actions against racist and fascist organisations and asylum policies, and
actions in favour of environmental protection and animal rights.33 As activists were
believed to work together on these different themes, Dutch Intelligence and Security
Agency AIVD34 introduced the term ‘‘anarcho-extremism.’’35 Anarcho-extremists
want to change society and are prepared to engage in violent acts to further this goal.
Authorities were most worried about radical environmental and animal rights
activists. Businesses engaged in the production of meat, mink-breeders, and compa-
nies using laboratory animals were the objects of arson attacks. The tendency to pay
‘‘house-visits’’ to intimidate employees of these companies and institutions was seen
as a sign of violent radicalisation. According to the AIVD, animal rights activism is
both diverse and diffuse, inspired by various motives and perceptions. The majority
of the animal rights activists are not inspired by any political ideology, however, but

Table 2. Attacks by RaRa, 1985–199331

Year Place Motive Target Method

1984 Amsterdam Colonialism Van Heutz Monument Bomb attack
1985 Groesbeek Apartheid Transworld Oil Arson attack
1985 Duivendrecht Apartheid Makro Arson attack
1986 Amstelveen Apartheid Makro Arson attack
1986 Amstelveen Apartheid Van Leer Arson attack
1986 Duiven Apartheid Makro Arson attack
1986 Duivendrecht Apartheid Makro Arson attack
1987 Nuth Apartheid Makro Arson attack
1987 Zaandam Apartheid Makro Arson attack
1987 Alphen Apartheid Shell Arson attack
1988 Schiedam Repression Elba Arson attack
1989 Hilversum Apartheid Shell Arson attack
1990 Arnhem=Oldenzaal Asylum KMAR Bomb attack
1990 The Hague Asylum Ministry Justice Bomb attack
1991 Grootschermer Asylum House of Under

Secretary
Bomb attack

1991 The Hague Asylum Ministry of Home
Affairs

Bomb attack

1993 The Hague Asylum Ministry of Social
Welfare and
Employment

Bomb attack

Note: BVD, Kwartaaloverzicht 4e Kwartaal 1989, Nr. 2115986 (Den Haag: Author, 1989);
BVD, Kwartaaloverzicht BVD 1989, 2e Kwartaal 1989 Nr. 2105.321 (Den Haag: Author,
1989); BVD, Revolutionaire Anti Racistiese Aktie. De Anti-Imperialistische Stroming in
Nederland. No. 2197054-88 (Den Haag: Min BZK, 1993).
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by a great emotional attachment to the well-being of animals. The activists are
believed to be mostly apolitical persons with a wide range of backgrounds. The
purpose of their campaigns is to influence political decision-making on animal rights.
It is a movement that according to the AIVD therefore cannot easily be placed under
a particular political category.36

Compared to the animal rights activists of the 1980s, the ‘‘new activists’’ were
less organized and without leadership. They formed rather ‘‘a conglomerate of ideas
and principles’’ from which everyone who fights against animal suffering can pick
what suits him best. Rather than ‘‘follow the leader,’’ the idea is to ‘‘follow the doc-
trine.’’37 A small minority of activists—probably no more than a few dozen—was
prepared to go to extremes for the benefit of animals. By the mid-1990s, for instance,
The Netherlands was confronted with a series of arson attacks throughout the
country, committed by two activist organizations operating under the name Right
Animal Treatment=Animal Justice Front (RAT=AJF). Dutch intelligence also
pointed at so-called individual ‘‘amateur activists’’; they lead a normal life as an
employee, family man, housewife, or student, but after working hours or on week-
ends, they occasionally—seemingly out of the blue—take part in fierce campaigns,
only to disappear into anonymity again afterwards.38 So far, however, even this
category of activists has kept to the principle that inflicting (serious) material damage
is acceptable, but that physical harm to people should be prevented at all times.

The Dutch intelligence agency AIVD further predicted an increase in hard
actions against Dutch immigration and asylum policies. This is reflected in
an increasing number of arson attacks and so-called ‘‘house visits,’’ as well as the
‘‘naming and shaming’’ of policymakers and officials held responsible for the more
restrictive asylum policies by publishing their names, addresses, and other details.
Extremist actions are believed to be the work of a handful of people operating in
tight cells with an ever-changing structure. Targets selected are those responsible
for formulating and implementing asylum policy in both public (Immigration and
Naturalisation Service (IND), military police, Repatriation and Departure Service
of the IND) and private sectors (building contractors and financial institutions
involved in construction or renovation work at detention and deportation centres,
suppliers and service providers, airlines and private security companies). Three
intimidating house visits were registered in 2011, in which paint bombs were
thrown, windows were smashed, and cars vandalized.39 See Table 3.

Rude Awakening: The Murder of Fortuyn

The seemingly calm and relatively peaceful political situation in The Netherlands
during the 1990s and beginnings of the new millennium was brutally shaken when
Dutch politician Pim Fortuyn was murdered in 2002 by Volkert van der Graaf.
It was the first political murder seemingly since time immemorial. Fortuyn was an
unconventional populist politician with a strong anti-Islam and anti-establishment
orientation. He was expected to achieve an unprecedented electoral victory in the
coming general elections. His provocative behaviour and sweeping statements
against Islam and the ‘‘Leftish Church’’ exposed smouldering dissatisfaction in
society with multiculturalism. Further, Fortuyn’s critique of the ‘‘depoliticized’’
1990s—in which the social-democratic party Partij van de Arbeid PvdA (Labour
Party), ‘‘freed’’ of its ideological tenets, formed coalitions with the conservative
liberal VVD (People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy) and implemented neoliberal
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policies based on New Public Management—was also shared by parts of the popu-
lation that felt that the seemingly ‘‘autistic’’ political-administrative complex had lost
contact with parts of population. The emotional debates between Fortuyn and the
political establishment were saturated with accusations of racism and discrimination.
Fortuyn, for instance, spoke of Islam as a ‘‘fifth column,’’ called for a Cold War
against Islam and pledged the abolition of the anti-discrimination article in the
Dutch Constitution. His political competitors compared Fortuyn with Mussolini,
Hitler, and Le Pen. After Fortuyn was murdered, his supporters and political
successors accused leftist politicians of having created the climate in which the
political murder became almost inevitable. Fortuyn was said to be ‘‘demonized’’
by his political opponents, who compared Fortuyn’s positions with racist and
fascist ideologies; so ‘‘the bullet came from the Left.’’ To this day, the reproach of
‘‘demonizing’’ political opponents has a strong connotation and effect in the heavily
polarized Dutch political debate on immigration, integration, Islam, freedom of
speech, and the role of the ‘‘leftist’’ establishment.41

Fortuyn’s murderer Van der Graaf was heavily engaged in environmentalism
and worked for an organisation that mainly employed judicial tactics in order to
force farmers to comply with environmental and animal rights legislation. After
his arrest, several newspapers accused Van der Graaf of involvement in the 1996
murder of an environmental civil servant. Police investigation, however, found no
evidence for this accusation. Material suited for making explosives was found
in Van der Graaf’s house, which fed rumours that he was involved in arson attacks
against mink breeders. This accusation, however, also could not be proved by police.
What exactly his motivations were for murdering Fortuyn never became clear. In his
sparse comments on his decision to murder Fortuyn, Van der Graaf pointed at the

Table 3. Illegal actions of animal rights activists, Right-wing extremism, Left-wing
extremism, 200940

Item

Animal rights
activism and
extremism

Right-wing
activism and
extremisma

Left-wing
activism and
extremism

Illegal demonstrations 0 0 6
Threats 9 8 4
Arson attacks 0 2 1
Unlawful entry 9 3 48
Assault 1 4 0
Public violence 2 10 8
Vandalism 23 133 17
Of which house visits 1 – 2
Of which liberation of animals 3 – –
Possession of weapons 0 2 0
Miscellaneous 1 2 4
Total 45 163 88

aSee paragraph ‘‘Anti-Islam Actions by the Extreme Right’’ for an appreciation of
right-wing extremism.

Note: Minister of Home Affairs, Contra Terrorism. 29754 Nr. 189, April 13th 2010 (The
Hague: Author, 2010).
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heavily polarized debate in The Netherlands when he declared that he saw Fortuyn
as a ‘‘danger to society,’’ especially for the vulnerable parts of the population like
asylum seekers, Muslims, and people entitled to social security. Van der Graaf
stated that his attack was not unpremeditated. He didn’t see any other way to stop
Fortuyn.42 Although police investigations concluded that Van der Graaf acted on his
own (an assessment the AIVD endorsed), a general feeling in the society was that
leftist politicians, environmental activists, and anti-racist activists were more or less
responsible for Fortuyn’s death.

Rise of Jihadism in the 1990s

From the late 1990s, the AIVD for the first time identified the threat emerging
from so-called jihadist ‘‘transnational networks’’ composed of immigrated jihadist
mujahedeen that engaged in transnational support for the international jihad.
Around 1999=2000, Dutch intelligence further identified ‘‘internationally-orientated
local networks’’ resulting from the successful radicalisation and recruitment through
the transnational networks of mostly Muslim migrants raised and=or born in the
West. Thirdly, the AIVD recognized ‘‘local-autonomous networks’’ made up entirely
of radicalized young Muslim immigrants.43 These jihadists still viewed their activities
as part of international jihad, but directed them against their country of residence
and operated outside existing jihadist structures. The command structures of the
groups that were formed in this stage were spontaneous and very local. Some
radicalized youngsters were recruited into the jihad by recruiters with a mujahedeen
background that had participated in the jihadist war. The recruitment was defined
as an expression of a violent, radical Islamistic movement that has crept into Dutch
society. According to the AIVD, this phenomenon should be partly understood as
the rise of an Islamic youth subculture in which Islamic dress, symbols, and extreme
statements foremost reflect a desire to be part of a group and the expression of an
Islamic social identity.44

Beginning in 2002, Dutch intelligence monitored closely a group of homegrown
jihadi radicals, a network the service internally dubbed as the ‘‘Hofstad Group.’’45

Apart from Mohammed Bouyeri, the murderer of the journalist Theo van Gogh,
whose case is discussed later, its core members were under surveillance as was the
radical Salafist El Tawheed mosque in Amsterdam.46 The members of the Hofstad
Group met in and around this mosque and gathered around their mentor Redouan
al-Issar (also named ‘‘Abu Khaled’’ or ‘‘the Sheikh’’) who had ties to radical
Muslims in Spain and Belgium.47 He inspired, amongst others, 17-year-old high
school student Samir Azzouzz, who came to the notice of the AIVD in January
2003, when he took the train to Berlin, bound for Chechnya, to join local jihadists
in their fight against the Russian forces, but was stopped and arrested at the Ukrainian
border and put back on a train toWestern Europe.48 After his return, Azzouzz’s status
rose inside local jihadist circles. Together with Ismaı̈l Aknikh, he established contacts
with Barcelona-based Abdeladim Akoudad, suspected by Moroccan security services
of being involved in the Casablanca terror attacks of March 16, 2003. On the basis of
intercepted telephone conversations, both Spanish and Dutch authorities believed
Azzouzz, Aknikh, and Akoudad were preparing for terrorist attacks. On October
17, 2003, arrests were made in several Dutch cities and apartments raided.49 However,
as the allegation of terrorism could not be substantiated, the Hofstad members were
released after 11 days. It is believed that from 2004 onwards, members of the Hofstad
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network began to conspire against Dutch targets.50 The Hofstad Group illuminates
what Dutch intelligence called autonomous radicalization, ‘‘a spontaneous, interactive
and largely autonomous process’’ through which young men (and, to a lesser degree,
young women) embrace radical Islam on their own, with no support from the outside.51

The Murder of Theo Van Gogh

In the early morning of November 2, 2004, Mohammed Bouyeri, a 26-year-old
Dutch-Moroccan, born and raised in Amsterdam, awaited moviemaker and opinion
maker Theo van Gogh in an Amsterdam street, shot him off his bicycle and slaugh-
tered him with a knife in the middle of the street in front of many witnesses.
Bouyeri’s action had taken the security services by surprise as he was not considered
a main actor in The Netherlands jihadi scene and was not on the list of approxi-
mately 150 jihadi radicals the AIVD had identified as a risk to security.52 Bouyeri’s
radical texts calling for violent jihad, disseminated under the name ‘‘Abu Zubair,’’
were only taken notice of after the police and AIVD stepped up their investigation
into the Hofstad Group after the murder of Van Gogh.53 It then turned out that
Bouyeri had taken over Abu Khaled’s role as spiritual leader and ideologue of the
Hofstad Group. Bouyeri slowly radicalized into Islamic militancy from 1999
onwards. The death of his mother in 2001 had a profound impact on this develop-
ment.54 In his testimony, he declared that this bereavement had changed him, leading
to a search for truth. His father’s re-marriage in the fall of 2003 turned Mohammed
Bouyeri further toward radicalism and one can assume that the American invasion
of Iraq also contributed to his Islamic militancy. Mohammed Bouyeri started to live
according to strict Islamic rules. He grew a beard and began to wear traditional Isla-
mic clothes. He refused to shake hands with women and refused to serve alcohol in
the youth centre where he was working as a volunteer. Incidents with police and
youth workers and failed attempts by Bouyeri to establish a youth club contributed
to this life change.55 In Amsterdam Al-Tawheed Mosque, where he began to pray
regularly, Bouyeri came to know other Islamic militants like Samir Azzouzz. In
his digital statements, he legitimized violence against anyone who offended the
Prophet as a religious duty for every Muslim. He also legitimized violence against
the Dutch population at large. As Dutch citizens had elected a government that
supports the U.S. and Israel, he considered them responsible for the acts of their
government. As the Dutch population therefore is at war with Islam, it becomes a
legitimate target. At his trial, Bouyeri stated he didn’t murder out of hate, but that
it was his religious duty. During another trial against Hofstad members, in which
Bouyeri was questioned as a witness, he stated in a long but tangled speech that
the only possibility of deserving a place in heaven is by killing disbelievers.56

Dutch authorities believed that Bouyeri conceived his attacks by himself. Although
perhaps some other members of the group were aware of his intentions, his action
was a one-man mission.57 Bouyeri carefully planned the attack on Van Gogh. Van
Gogh was known, among other things, for his anti-Islamist doings and produced
the provocative documentary Submission together with the Somali-born Member of
Parliament Ayaan Hirsi Ali. Hirsi Ali was protected by Dutch security agencies at that
time, but Van Gogh, who had rejected protection, seemed a good alternative for
Bouyeri. That Hirsi Ali, however, was the real object of the attack was shown by the
‘‘Open letter to Hirsi Ali’’ Bouyeri stuck with a knife in Van Gogh’s chest.58 Bouyeri
tried to kill the police officers who pursued him, planning to be killed himself in the
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process and become a martyr, but he was shot in the leg and overpowered. After the
arrest of Bouyeri, Dutch authorities launched actions against other members of the
Hofstad Group, resulting in the arrest of twelve suspects, all charged with membership
in a terrorist organisation. However, Azzouzz, who was in jail for his alleged partici-
pation in the murder of Van Gogh, and Nourriddin el Fatmi, who had fled the country,
continued to plan with others for possible terrorist actions. It took intelligence and law
enforcement several more investigations before Azzouzz, El Fatmi, and five others were
also prosecuted and convicted for terrorist acts.59

Since the turbulence of 2005 and 2006, Dutch intelligence has noticed a drop in
the threat of homegrown jihadism.60 The threat is believed to be diminished as
a result of interventions by law enforcement, intelligence and the administration,
internal divisions inside the networks, and the absence of people with leadership
appeal. However, some examples of what are referred to as ‘‘zelfontbranders’’ (self-
radicalized individuals who go through the entire process of radicalization) occurred
during these years.61 Bilal L., for instance, was sentenced in 2005 to ten months of
prison for publishing video messages in which people were encouraged to decapitate
Geert Wilders. There were also rumours that he had planned a bomb attack against
the Amsterdam Red Light District. Just a few weeks after his release, he was arrested
again on charges of terrorist conspiracy and recruitment for the jihad during his time
in prison. He told inmates that he was willing to blow himself up in a public place,
was recruiting for jihad, and asked for help in getting ahold of weapons and explo-
sives. Another example is Yehya K., arrested in 2004 because he had threatened
Ayaan Hirsi Ali and Geert Wilders with death on the Internet. As the ‘‘AIVD-
killer,’’ he repeatedly published threatening texts on the Internet and his chat
sessions showed that he was making preparations for a bombing. At his home,
information on a detonator and booster charge, maps of the city centre of The Hague,
information on ammonium nitrate, and addresses of foreign embassies were seized.
The court decided that Yehya was in a state of diminished responsibility at the time
of his deeds. On February 14, he was sentenced to four months’ imprisonment. On
November 11, 2008, police arrested a self-radicalized citizen of The Hague. Weapons,
ammunition, and a silencer were seized. Although the suspect was convicted for the
illegal possession of weaponry, no hard evidence of engagement in terrorist activities
could be proven.62 During the years 2002–2010, 255 suspects were arrested on terrorist
charges; 65 of the suspects were immediately released, 100 suspects were held longer
in custody but were never convicted, 33 suspects were expelled, seven suspects were
convicted on terrorist charges, and 14 suspects were convicted on other charges.63

Anti-Islam Actions by the Extreme Right

The van Gogh murder was followed by a wave of violent actions against both
churches and mosques. ‘‘These actions show manifestations of hate and intolerance
inside the Dutch society that until recently were not imaginable,’’ AIVD stated.64 174
actions were counted during November 2004; 106 of them were directed against
Muslim targets and three against churches. Actions varied from plastering
swastikas on walls (16%), threats (24%), bomb alerts (6%), street confrontations
(10%), vandalism (13%), arson attacks (21%) and assaults (7%) to bomb attacks
(2%). According to the researchers, the wave of violence was reminiscent of the wave
of violence following the 9=11 attacks, when 190 violent acts were documented
within the two months following the attacks.65
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Whether or not right-wing extremist organisations are responsible for these
violent acts is unclear. Right-wing extremism, in its fascist or neo-Nazi manifes-
tation, is traditionally weak in The Netherlands. In the 1980s, for instance, one or
two hundred people were believed to be part of organized right extremist networks.
A few dozen of these activists were said to be politically active in organisations.66

Besides the strong resistance in Dutch society against right-wing extremist organisa-
tions, they were traditionally burdened with internal fights and divisions, lack of
appealing leaders, and sometimes violent counter activities of anti-fascists. Most
organisations only dealt with propaganda and small demonstrations. Most violent
incidents with a right-wing extremist character were the responsibility of individual
members who were part of an unorganized subculture and not directed by organisa-
tions of their leadership. Dutch intelligence used in the beginning of the 1990s the
term ‘‘unstructured right-extremism’’ to express the absence of visible planning,
coordination, organisation, or the involvement of known right-wing extremist
leaders.67 During that period, however, an increase in violence directed at ‘‘foreigners’’
was noticed. These violent acts, however, also were not really political or ideologically
inspired but based on incoherent, individually determined motives, and interpreted
as an expression of a growing societal aversion against multiculturalism.68

Although the right-wing extremist scene is known for its obsession with weap-
ons and several members have been arrested for illegal weaponry, this seems more of
a cultural fetish than intended for political attacks against political opponents. So
far, there are according to the AIVD no indications of a development towards
right-wing extremist inspired or motivated terrorism. This does not mean that the
possibility of ‘‘lone wolves’’ using violence based on right-wing extremist inspira-
tions or motives can be ruled out.69 The broader following seems to be characterized
by a certain lack of interest in politics and society, and by a sheer distrust of the
current political system. Its recruitment power has decreased over the years as some
of their viewpoints have been put on the national political agenda by mainstream
political parties. In the integration and Islam debate initiated after the attacks of
9=11, many extreme right-wing viewpoints have been addressed and become
mainstreamed. An example is the alleged bankruptcy of the multicultural society.70

See Table 4.
Right-wing extremists tried to take advantage of the political success of the

strong anti-immigration agendas of Fortuyn and later Wilders. However, besides
some isolated incidents in which right-wing extremists succeeded in getting access
to the Lijst Pim Fortyn LPF (List Pim Fortuyn) and Partij Voor de Vrijheid PVV
(Freedom Party), the right-populist political parties strongly distanced themselves
from anything resembling traditional right-wing extremism. According to Dutch
intelligence, the most serious threat to democratic order in the beginning of the
new decade was a broad societal frustration with multiculturalism from both native
and immigrant communities, which could lead to inter-ethnic confrontations.72

Right-wing extremist symbols and discourse are used by dissatisfied Dutch young-
sters (especially the ‘‘Londsdale’’ youngsters73) in order to emphasize their identity
and in provoking confrontation with migrant youth. Some of these Lonsdale young-
sters were believed to be behind recent anti-Islam actions.74 Feelings of frustration
about multiculturalism could pave the way for further societal polarization. Further,
the AIVD stated that the risk that within these groupings of individuals, some can be
radicalized into militancy or terrorism cannot be excluded.75 However, in 2010
AIVD stated that the Lonsdale subculture had almost disappeared.76 After the
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attacks by Anders Behring Breivik, AIVD investigated possible connections between
Breivik, his thoughts, and right-wing extremism, but no connections could be
established. A group of right extremists were arrested in 2011 for the illegal
possession of arms, but the weaponry seemingly was not meant to be used for
political targets, but instead for illegal trade.77

Besides more or less spontaneous violent confrontations or actions from
unorganized individuals from ‘‘both’’ sides, the polarized sphere is foremost
represented on the Internet and other new social media. Websites devoted to right-
wing extremist or right-populist politics were full of hate messages. In the forum of
Polinco—a ‘‘politically incorrect forum for people who think’’—the tone was set by
moderator ‘‘Brama’’:

Nothing will change as long as the spirit and politics of the cowardly
left-wing social-democratic lackeys that is everywhere in our society has
free rein. There lies the responsibility for the politics of tolerance and
gagging that has been preached and imposed for decades! THAT’s what
is responsible for rewarding the ‘‘loonies,’’ for protecting murderers
and rapists, for accommodating criminals and thugs, for stimulating
moral decay, for destroying the standardisation of prevailing ethical
values that have grown for centuries.78

The Internet became, in the words of Benschop, a ‘‘crucial battlefield’’ in which
political controversies were fought out.79 In this, the sharply opposing parties did
not restrict themselves to expressing their visions and arguments on their own sites.
They also fought each other on neutral sites and entered the sites of the opponent.
Right-wing extremists in particular penetrated the web forums of Moroccan sites
on a large scale. This gave, according to Benschop, rise to a ‘‘virtual civil war.’’80

But as much as the digital ‘‘bigmouths’’ from extreme right, left, and jihadist

Table 4. Right-wing extremist violent incidents, 1980–199471

Year No. of incidents

1980 22
1981 13
1982 23
1983 57
1984 62
1985 37
1986 43
1987 13
1988 5
1989 30
1990 37
1991 40
1992 270
1993 352
1994 1000
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affiliations called for civil war, bomb attacks, murder, and revolution, the
overwhelming majority of them turned out to be no more than keyboard warriors.

From 2010 onwards, Dutch intelligence introduced the new category ‘‘Anti-
Islamism’’ as a referent for actions emanating from anti-Islam or anti-jihadist circles
that turn both against multiculturalism and the Left. The Breivik attacks were the
reason for this new interest, as they showed that attacks by radicalized individuals
were not perpetrated only by jihadist terrorists. Anti-Islamism in The Netherlands
is, however, perceived to be foremost a digital discourse without any real practical
consequences. One of the few activities actually carried out was by the short-lived
Dutch Defence League, an organisation consisting of one active person.81

Death Threats Against Politicians

One special manifestation of the political and social turbulence since the murder of
Fortuyn was the strong increase in threatening messages—mostly digital—towards
a range of politicians, administrators, and other public officials. An inventory by
the department of Home Affairs showed that more than one thousand death threats
(letters containing bullets, threats by telephone, and hate mail) against politicians
were made during the period May 6, 2004 to May 28, 2004.82 Research into the past
conducted by Frank Bovenkerk in 2005, however, revealed that threats against
politicians were not as new as it seemed; public authorities have been the object of
aggression for decades. Respondents came up with examples of death threats from
twenty or thirty years ago.83 Bovenkerk argued that there is however a difference
in the way public authorities reacted to threats and political violence. Authorities
were traditionally inclined to ignore the involved individuals as harmless quarrel
mongers and choose deliberately not to give any public attention to the threats in
order not to give other ‘‘lunatics’’ the inspiration to come up with the same idea.84

Further, threats and actions against politicians and other public figures used to be
‘‘instrumental’’: motivated by concrete political or societal grievances and aimed
at changing policies. Nowadays, threats seem to be more ‘‘expressive’’: symbolic
actions in which perpetrators just want to work off their resentment or anger
aroused by politicians and administrators.85

A special police squad (Team Threatened Politicians (TBP)) was installed in
2004 in order to investigate and prosecute the perpetrators. See Table 5.

Based on in-depth research of 351 cases in which the perpetrators (167) were
traced by police, researchers drew up a typology. See Table 6.

According to the researchers, none of the suspects intended to execute their
threats. The majority of the ‘‘street language’’ threats are directed at PVV-leader
Geert Wilders and originate from young, mostly Moroccan-Dutch youth, motivated
by frustration, anger, or just acting tough. Intervention by police is almost always
sufficient to stop the threats. The category ‘‘confused-frustrated’’ seemed to pose

Table 5. Reporting of threats against politicians, 2005–201086

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total

Number 96 249 245 257 186 201 1234

Note: NCTB, Individuele bedreigers van publieke personen in Nederland. Fenomeenanalyse en
een beleidsverkenning (Den Haag: Author, 2010), 51.
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the biggest risk. Their frustration, coupled with social and economic problems,
alcoholism or drug abuse, trauma or other psychological problems, and diminished
anger control are all considered to be high risk factors that can lead to violent
behaviour.88 Sometimes these individuals are motivated by conspiracy theories.
Lately, the number of threats is diminishing, partly because of the closing of the
Hyves-pages of Geert Wilders. 253 threats were reported in 2011, of which 107 were
considered to be liable to punishment.89

Menacing Loners

The threat emerging from radicalized individuals, however, only entered the political
and public stage in full magnitude in April 2009. Queens Day 2009 changed from the
usual celebratory happening into a disaster when a car broke through the police
cordons and crashed into a monument just before hitting the bus that carried the
Royal Family. The death-defying ride cost the lives of seven spectators; nine others
were seriously injured. The incident was broadcasted live on national television. The
driver, Karst Tates, was fatally injured and died on his way to the hospital. Police
officers at the scene were able to ask Karst Tates some questions before he lost
consciousness. According to the officers, Karst Tates admitted that he was
deliberately trying to hit the Royal Family. He stated that he hated the monarchy
and that Prince Willem Alexander was a racist and fascist. Main media outlets stated
that ‘‘The Netherlands had lost its innocence.’’90 ‘‘First there was the murder of Pim
Fortuyn, then the murder of Theo van Gogh. And now an attack on the Royal Family
can be added to this. The first millennium of the new century couldn’t have started
worse,’’ another daily newspaper wrote.91 A popular television program, ‘‘Rondom
10’’ [Around 10], that focuses on pressing social problems broadcasted a special
program on the events. The program gave room for the stories of people who felt
hurt, offended, and frustrated for reasons of sickness, handicaps, personal losses,
unemployment, financial problems, and quarrels with official institutions. The pro-
gram makers concluded: ‘‘Our program proved to be an outlet for Dutch citizens
who feel dejected and who identified themselves with the despair of Karst Tates.’’92

Table 6. Typology of menacing individuals87

Type of menacing individual Number of suspects Number of threats

Street language threats 103 (60%) 122 (35%)
Confused 13 (9%) 125 (36%)
Confused-frustrated 16 (10%) 26 (7%)
Frustrated 15 (9%) 18 (5%)
Joke=miscellaneous 7 (4%) 7 (2%)
Denial of guilt 5 (3%) 5 (1%)
Dismissal 4 (2%) 4 (1%)
Radical 2 (1%) 41 (12%)
Blackmailer 1 (1%) 2 (1%)
Sparking fear 1 (1%) 1 (0%)
Total 167 (100%) 351 (100%)

Note: NCTB, Individuele bedreigers van publieke personen in Nederland. Fenomeenanalyse en
een beleidsverkenning (Den Haag: Author, 2010), 74–75.
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The government launched several investigations into the events. The government
labelled the events formally as an ‘‘attack on the Royal Family that has left deep
marks in society.’’93 Although the responsible authorities had made an inventory
of all intelligence and information on ‘‘potential disturbers, be it known criticasters
of monarchy or fixated and disturbed persons,’’ no information was available on
Karst Tates. The investigation into Karst Tates led to the conclusion that he acted
alone and that it was ‘‘unlikely’’ that Tates was informed by any ideology or
philosophy. He seemed to be ‘‘against everything,’’ had some possible affinity with
right-wing extremist ideas and old Nordic cultures and rituals, but no clear political
engagement. Police concluded that it ‘‘was the individual act of a disturbed person,
not inspired by any ideology and done without any significant preparations.’’94 The
Dutch Parliament discussed the findings in January 2010. The Minister of Justice,
Hirsch Ballin, declared that government would invest in knowledge development
concerning ‘‘radicalized individuals.’’ With help from the British government, police
and investigation techniques would be developed in which police, intelligence,
prosecutors, and mental health care organisations would collaborate in detecting
and monitoring ‘‘disturbed individuals’’ with a fixation on ‘‘persons, society or the
government.’’95

During Remembrance Day 2010, with Queen Beatrix and other members of
the Royal Family, the prime minister, and the acting mayor of Amsterdam in
attendance, another incident occurred. Just before two minutes of silence came to
an end, a man dressed up as an orthodox Jew started mumbling and then shouting.
Police officers in plain clothes immediately arrested the man and removed him from
the place. A person in the public, however, shouted ‘‘bomb, bomb, run for your life.’’
This caused a huge panic amongst the public. A person lost his briefcase, resulting in
even more panic. Mounted police removed the suspect briefcase from the square (later
it turned out the briefcase was totally harmless). People tried to escape the square, but
got caught in the enclosures. Sixty-three persons were wounded. The Queen and the
other public figures were immediately brought to a safe place, but returned within
minutes to the square to carry on with the ceremonies.96 The perpetrator turned out
to be a man with a history of drunkenness, drug addiction, and mental health
problems. He declared he had shouted because he was angry that he couldn’t reach
his favourite pub at the other end of the square. When the authorities invented
some judicial novelties to keep the man—who by then was publicly known as the
‘‘Dam-shouter’’—as long as possible in custody, criticism arose from the side of
judicial experts. They rejected the claim of the authorities that the man should be
prosecuted for an attempt to ‘‘attack the Queen’’ and suggested this was just done
as a deterrent and some kind of a ‘‘public revenge’’ for the incident at Queens Day
2009. Later, the ‘‘Dam-shouter’’ was convicted to eight months of prison; he also
was banned from attending Remembrance Day for a period of five years.

Another incident took place at Prinsjesdag, September 2011. On Prinsjesdag, the
parliamentary year is opened with a joint session of the two houses. On this occasion,
the Queen addresses the joint States in a speech in which she sets forth the outlines
for the government’s policies for the coming year. The Queen travels from her palace
to the parliament in a Golden Coach. Every year, tens of thousands of spectators
witness the procession of the Golden Coach. A 29-year-old man, Erwin Lensink,
threw an object (a tea light candle) at the Golden Coach while shouting ‘‘swindlers,
thieves, Nazis, fascists, and traitors.’’ The object hit the Coach, but nobody was
wounded. The man was immediately arrested by police officers on the suspicion of
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an attempt to inflict severe personal injury. It turned out the man had a history of
mental health problems. Police had known the man before, because he testified after
the attack of Karst Tates that he was responsible for that attack. Erwin Lensink was
held in custody month after month. The public prosecutor wanted Lensink certified
as insane and filed a petition for detention under a hospital order. Lensink stated
in court and open letters that he contested the birth rights of the Orange Family.
Therefore, he wanted a court order to investigate the DNA structure of the remains
of King Willem III (who died in 1702). Further, he accused the monarchy of
undemocratic and authoritarian behaviour and engaging in conspiracies with
international banking and financial institutions, planning for the New World Order.

Shooting Spree in Alphen Aan Den Rijn

On April 9, 2011, The Netherlands was shocked by the first shooting spree in its
history. A 24-year-old man, Tristan van der Vlis, opened fire at the local mall in
the small village of Alphen Aan den Rijn, killing six random bystanders and wound-
ing another sixteen. After the shootings, Van der Vlis killed himself. According to
a police reconstruction of the incident,97 Van der Vlis suffered from depression and
schizophrenia. Raised as a Christian, Van der Vlis started to hear the voice of God
and claimed to be ‘‘touched’’ by God. He developed an interest in the paranormal
and occult and bought special recording equipment (electronic voice recording
devices) in order to be able to speak with ghosts. Van der Vlis developed a strong
antipathy against God, whom he held responsible for both the psychological pain
he suffered in his life as well as misery around the world. ‘‘I’ve prayed many times
but none of my prayers were answered. Therefore I lost my faith,’’ Van der Vlis
declared to friends.98 Van der Vlis even wrote a ‘‘counter Bible.’’ Further, Van der
Vlis was fascinated by weapons and shooting sprees, especially the Columbine High
School shootings. He was a frequent visitor to websites devoted to shooting sprees
abroad. As a legitimate member of a gun club, he was able to acquire weapons and
ammunition. In September 2006, his parents found a farewell letter from their son.
They warned the mental health authorities, leading to a short hospitalization of
Van der Vlis. After 2006, Van der Vlis tried on two occasions to kill himself. Police
hypothesized that two trigger events were of importance. Van der Vlis lost his job dur-
ing 2011 and also lost his electronic voice recorder. Further, he suffered from chronic
insomnia. There is some evidence that Van der Vlis prepared his act carefully.
According to the Public Attorney, Van der Vlis became more angry with God
and the world during 2011 and saw no other solution than taking his own life after
‘‘punishing God’’ by making innocent bystanders suffer. As Van der Vlis understood
people to be ‘‘God’s children,’’ he believed he could hurt God by killing people.99

‘‘Hatred Against the System’’—A New Typology

During the course of 2009–2011, policies and measures concerning the phenomenon
of radicalized individuals were being discussed and implemented by the authorities.
The incidents on Queen’s Day, Remembrance Day, and Prinsjesdag by now
functioned as signifiers for the problem of radicalized and confused individuals.
The alleged disturbed state of mind of these perpetrators was being emphasized in
policy documents and paved the way for an approach in which police and justice
work closely together with mental health agencies. The ‘‘National Counterterrorism
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strategy 2011–2015’’100 defined ‘‘menacing loners’’ as ‘‘people who (without any
cooperation from others) constitute a threat through deed or word, as a consequence
of individually completed processes towards violence.’’ Within this group, a distinc-
tion is made between ‘‘radicalized individuals’’ or ‘‘lone wolves’’ (defined as indivi-
duals who are inspired, motivated, and sometimes directed by (virtual) networks of
a more or less known ideology or religion) and ‘‘fixated persons’’ (who have no
clear ideological motivation for their deeds). Within the ‘‘fixated persons’’ group,
a differentiation was made between ‘‘confused persons’’ and individuals who are
driven by ‘‘hatred of the system’’ and presumed conspiracy theories. The authorities
pointed to the fact that in public discourse some doubt about the ‘‘intellectual capa-
cities’’ of these perpetrators existed and consequently there was a tendency to dismiss
their acts as isolated incidents. The Dutch government, however, underlined that the
targets of these menaces often had an actual or symbolic function as representatives
of a social system the menaces despised.

With the newly introduced concept ‘‘hatred of the system,’’ the Dutch govern-
ment hinted at a ‘‘general tendency’’ in the Dutch society to hold the government
or politicians responsible for any form of setback in individual life. According to
the authorities, some ‘‘unfortunate individuals’’ could believe that this would justify
their decision to take the law into their own hands. An attack is therefore not only
a form of retribution, but also a form of self-realisation. This is the case when a loner
intends to carry out an ultimate deed in the presence of a large audience and thereby
reveal himself to be someone who has the power to make life and death decisions.
Due to the motivation, the symbolism of the selected target, and the corresponding
effects, an act of violence like this against the political and social system has ‘‘all the
characteristics of a terrorist act,’’ Dutch authorities stated. Further, the government
stated that it is often impossible to make a distinction in advance between radicalized
individuals and confused or fixated people. ‘‘Often it is important to filter the
confused people out of this group where possible, and to neutralize the (potential)
danger they represent as much as possible.’’101

In order to detect ‘‘fixated persons’’ before they can do any harm, different
approaches were implemented. The first was increased surveillance of the Internet,
in order to signal and detect potential ‘‘fixated persons.’’ The second approach
was called ‘‘personalized isolation’’: in cooperation with a range of ‘‘front-line
workers’’ (police officers, community workers, teachers, sport instructors, youth
workers, and family doctors), police and justice authorities are trying to get a grip
on the phenomenon of fixated persons in order to steer these persons towards
a (mental) health care route. When local or national ceremonies are being held that
could attract the attention of these fixated persons, police and health organisations
actively try to get these persons off the streets for that day. On the national level,
around 175 people are monitored by a special national police unit; 15 of them are
closely monitored. In the Rotterdam-Rijnmond region for instance, the regional
police force is monitoring around 50 persons. Local networks established in earlier
days to signal and counter radicalisation processes of individuals are now being
employed to spot the ‘‘fixated’’ individuals.102 The policy papers in which this
approach was announced pointed specifically at Karst Tates, the ‘‘Dam-shouter,’’
and Erwin Lensink. ‘‘Individuals who threaten members of the Royal Family or
politicians are a new priority in the light of the societal unrest their acts provoke.’’103

Dutch intelligence’s analysis stated that the digitalisation of society had lowered
the threshold for threatening politicians and other public figures.104 Dutch intelligence
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also indicated that most menacing individuals have psychological problems or are
young adults who want to work off their anger or frustration. The threat represented
by these menacing individuals is believed to be low.105 Although the threat emerging
from jihadist activists against national politicians is also believed to be low, some-
times the combination with mental health problems can pose a real risk. ‘‘The fusion
of mental health problems, Jihadist body of thought and a fascination for violence
can make these persons a potential threat for national security. As sometimes it is
unclear what for these persons count as reality and what not, it is extremely difficult
to judge how threatening they are.’’106

Conclusion: Continuity and Change

In this article, we have sketched the origins, development, and primary charac-
teristics of political violence stemming from individuals and autonomous cells in
The Netherlands since World War II. Some striking continuities can be found. First,
political violence in The Netherlands has always been the product of loosely knit
networks, small cells, or individuals rather than perpetrated by fairly organized
and hierarchical groups. Intelligence labelled these phenomena as ‘‘hard to describe
from an organisational viewpoint,’’ ‘‘a group of actions rather than an action group’’
(the movements of the 1980s), ‘‘a conglomerate of ideas and principles,’’ ‘‘tight cells
with an ever-changing structure’’ (animal right activists), ‘‘spontaneous aggregated
grass-roots networks in which every member is free to act on his own’’ (homegrown
jihadism) or as ‘‘unstructured extremism’’ and ‘‘individuals that are part of an
unorganized subculture not directed by organisations or leadership’’ (right-wing
extremism). Second, the number of individuals belonging to these ‘‘communities of
belief’’107 that are willing to engage in violent acts was and is very low. Third, the
underlying ideological motivations are not always clear and strategic goals are
mostly absent. Dutch intelligence described the movements of the 1980s as ‘‘not
connected by common goals and strategies, but by a life-style characterized by
autonomy and individualism,’’ or ‘‘the essence was living a life full of action, subver-
sion, pleasure and autonomy,’’ ‘‘a mixture of instrumental and expressive violence’’;
animal rights extremism is depicted as ‘‘both diverse and diffuse,’’ ‘‘mostly not
inspired by any political ideology’’; homegrown jihadists are said ‘‘not to be driven
by strategic tactical considerations’’ or ‘‘expressing its own social identity in its
subculture by the use of Islamic dress, symbols and extreme statements’’; right
extremists are ‘‘not really politically or ideologically inspired but based on inco-
herent, individual determined motives.’’ The exception to the rule seems to be the
anti-imperialist group RaRa, which was inspired by a detailed ideological analysis
and program that also informed their tactical and strategic targets. RaRa also turned
out to be professional in its operations, able to escape police and intelligence, and
successful in its attacks insofar as it forced the mother company of the Makro to close
its South African interests. Fourth, threats to politicians and public figures have not
just entered the scene in the last decade. Although it is not possible to present clear
figures, research found that in the 1980s and 1990s those threats were also common.

Changes can also be noted. First, even the anti-imperialist RaRa was believed to
have made the deliberate choice not to target individuals in order to wound or kill
them. The murders of Pim Fortuyn and Theo van Gogh therefore count as an earth-
quake in Dutch political violence. Remarkably, the perpetrators Van der Graaf and
Bouyeri were never labelled as ‘‘lone wolves,’’ although they surely qualified as such.
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Second, Holland witnessed its first shooting spree. Third, the attack by Karst Tates
on the Royal Family was inexplicable in terms of motivation, choice of target, and
background of the perpetrator, which was interpreted by Dutch policy makers as
a sign of a possible new form of emerging violence that could not be understood
by existing concepts and analyses. Fourth, violence committed by individuals or
small ad hoc cells was long interpreted as a mitigating condition. As long as violence
was not directed by organisations and leadership, the threat to democratic order was
deemed to be low. Nowadays, the fact that violence originates from individuals is
interpreted as an aggravating condition. Fifth, in the past a supposed disturbed
state of mind was never used in order to characterize violent activists. Nowadays,
a ‘‘psychiatric turn’’ seems to have taken place in which an important part or even
the majority of menacing loners is depicted as fixated individuals mostly in need of
psychiatric treatment and counseling. At the same time, a ‘‘securitization turn’’ can
be noticed in which people with well-documented histories of mental health
problems are posited as risks to national security. One should bear in mind that
labeling someone as ‘‘disturbed’’ or not is partly a social construction. Both Volkert
van der Graaf and Mohammed Bouyeri could have been labeled as ‘‘lone lunatics,’’
but this never happened. One could argue that this is the result of the prevailing
societal and political context. Before Pim Fortuyn was murdered, his political
opponents were already accused of ‘‘demonizing’’ Fortuyn. Critical questions were
raised concerning his security and a lack of protection and the political elite were
thus held responsible for anything that might happen to Fortuyn. When he was
indeed murdered, the popular interpretation of the act that it was not the work of
a disturbed loner was already prevalent. In this view, the bullet came from the Left.
This scenario was subsequently instrumentalized for political purposes. The murder
of Theo van Gogh occurred in the societal context of fear of jihadist terrorism. When
Van Gogh was murdered, the scenario of interpreting the act as proof of the serious
risk The Netherlands was facing, instead of as the act of a disturbed individual, was
already written.

Although beyond the main purpose of this mainly empirical paper, some tenta-
tive remarks will be presented as possible explanation for both continuity and
change. We argue, based on our empirical observations, that the shift from political
violence originating from groups and networks to political violence perpetrated by
individuals, and the shift from ideologically motivated violence to performative
violence are both shifts within a continuum, not radical breaks with the past. It is
a difference in degree. Further, some factors can be assigned as explanations
for these shifts. A first important factor can be situated in counter-terrorist policies,
legislation and the operational success of intelligence services, law enforcement, and
government. These policies have reduced the possibilities of establishing radical groups
or networks. As soon as there is any form of organisation and communication,
radicals are vulnerable to detection and pro-active disruption of their activities by
intelligence services and law enforcement.

Second, the emergence of the Internet and social media enabled the emergence of
digital ‘‘communities of belief.’’ These digital communities of belief can be considered
to be substitute networks or communities that have partly replaced the old face-to-
face contacts. So what we witness is not so much the lone individual operating
completely isolated from society, but a change in the meaning and perception of
what constitutes a community or network.108 These digital communities can produce
and provide ideological frameworks, knowledge concerning tactics, equipment and
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targets, but of greatest importance, inspiration and the idea that one is part of a vivid,
supporting community and not alone.

Comparable remarks can be made for the shift towards performative violence.
The rise of Internet and social media enable individuals to assemble their own
copy-and-paste ideologies that give meaning to their worlds. In an age in which
traditional ideologies have lost most of their appeal, alternative signifying frames
are attractive for people looking for sense and meaning in a sometimes confusing
and complex world. Discomfort, dissatisfaction, rage, or alienation will, compared
to earlier days, manifest themselves less as collective political ideologies and institu-
tions and more as personalized ideologies and identities.

Broader cultural shifts are also of importance. Modern times seem to put a pre-
mium on self-exhibition. The importance of individual responsibility, authenticity,
wealth, celebrity status, and self-expression, the ‘‘casting society’’ or the ‘‘personal
branding society,’’ paves the way to understanding oneself and presenting oneself
to the outside world as a brand (‘‘the brand Me’’). The essence of this personal
branding is to recommend oneself constantly or to ‘‘expose’’ the self to the outer
world. This exposition of the self asks for a reaction, for confirmation by others.
Staging a spectacular action allows an individual to attract the attention of the
world. Performative violence therefore foremost refers to itself. It is the construction
of identity or position through active expression. Performative violence is not direc-
ted so much against the world, but clamours for attention from audiences, demands
audiences to look intently at the actor=perpetrator, and by doing so recognizing and
acknowledging the actor=perpetrator in its very existence and uniqueness.109

Finally, the societal and political framing of acts of political violence matters
and has changed. As de Graaf has stated for the 1970s110 and Bakker for the
1980s,111 The Netherlands were a much more violent place to live regarding
politically motivated arson and bomb attacks by autonomous cells then than now.
However, back then authorities deliberately avoided labeling these violent acts as
‘‘terrorism.’’ Violent incidents were not linked together to a homogeneous threat
discourse of global terrorism. The ‘‘terror network’’ discourse did not make inroads
in Dutch politics. No apocalyptic scenarios were invoked, no political witch hunts
instigated. On the contrary, thwarted terrorist actions were kept secret and measures
were, as far as possible, only discussed in advisory committees of senior prosecutors,
police, and the Ministry of Justice. Nowadays, terrorism has become more or less
a standard term in the security discourse. In particular, the murder of Theo van
Gogh and the emergence of homegrown jihadi activists tremendously affected
governmental counter-terrorism efforts. Threat perception therefore is not just
a matter of objective figures but is also informed by broader political-cultural
changes in society, shocking events, and the meanings attached to them.

The first important societal change is the increasing sensitivity toward every-
thing that is connected with insecurity and risk. Modern societies are dominated
by fear, risk, and insecurity and ‘‘security’’ has become a governmental technique
to produce meaning and order in society. The loss of social connections, identities,
and public morality has put the issue of meaning and significance in the foreground
and has created a permanent feeling of existential insecurity in the capillaries of
society.112 Incidents not only emerge faster and more often into the public conscious-
ness, the political and societal reactions they provoke are also harsher. A second
important change is the rise of new technologies leading to changes in visibility,
accessibility, and speed. The current public and political attention to menacing
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individuals can partly be explained by the visibility of the threats. We speculate that
in earlier days a segment of Dutch society was frustrated and resentful of ‘‘politics,’’
and insults and death threats were the order of the day. However, this resentment
was hardly noticeable either to the public at large or to authorities, as it was enacted
in the private places of home, pub, and barbecue parties. Nowadays, every digital
threatening message is visible to anyone with an Internet connection. The accessi-
bility of the Internet also functions to magnify threats. It is easy to find the email
addresses or personal Internet pages of politicians and other public figures. But it
is also easy to be informed and inspired by the rich discourse of hate that circulates
on the Internet. Finally, the speed of the Internet sets a premium on impulsive behav-
iour. In the past, anyone who wanted to express their anger with politics or who
wanted to threaten a politician had first to find a writing paper and a pencil, write
down their grievances, buy a stamp, and find out where to send the letter. Nowadays
an impulsive and emotional outburst of hate can be made public within seconds with
a few mouse clicks.

Shocking events have a profound impact on society’s threat perception and the
way authorities react to it. The murders of Pim Fortuyn and Theo van Gogh
shocked Dutch society to its very foundations. Not only was the fact that politically
motivated murders occurred in Holland shocking, but also the idea that this could
happen to anyone who spoke out fiercely against multiculturalism or Islam. Further,
the 9-11 attacks and the Madrid 2004 and London 2005 bombings deepened a gen-
eral feeling of risk. As Bakker113 stated, in the 1980s no one had to be fearful of
becoming a target for activists as long as you did not invest in apartheid, speculate
in real estate, or decide to evict a house occupied by squatters. As jihadists turned
towards attacking soft targets, every train or metro traveller was felt to be a potential
target. In the digitally interconnected world, incidents abroad form part of ordinary
people’s perceptions. Although twenty years ago Dutch people also were informed
for instance of ETA bomb attacks in Spain, it was not believed to impact their
own situations. As jihadists target Western society at large, every jihadist attack
abroad can deepen the feeling that this could happen to you tomorrow.

Finally, the understandable societal fear of political violence and terrorism can
be partly influenced by the meaning authorities attach to incidents. The performative
power of counter terrorism policies114 influences, for instance, whether attacks or
threats by menacing loners or autonomous cells are signified as tragic incidents or
as manifestations of a broader threat that society is facing. From an historical
perspective, the threat of political violence that The Netherlands is currently facing
is quite low. The vast majority of small violent incidents can—as before—be attri-
buted to loose networks, cells, and individuals from different affiliations. Home-
grown jihadism has lost most of its threatening capabilities. The death threats that
regularly infect the Internet are perhaps reprehensible, but they have never led to
concrete preparations for an attack. The recent warning by AIVD115 against overes-
timating the threat of jihadists based on their outspoken appearance on the Internet
therefore could be applicable in general to digital bigmouths. Hatred of the system,
according to Dutch authorities, is a new tendency within Dutch society, and can also
be found widely on the Internet. However, only Karst Tates probably qualifies as an
individual who was informed by a diffuse disgust of society, politics, and its main
institutions and so took the law into his own hands and executed an attack not only
as a form of retribution, but also as a form of self-realisation. Karst Tates has
achieved notoriety and will be remembered. Whether he will be portrayed in history
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books as a sad loser or as a representative of a broader violent tendency within
Dutch society will of course be decided by history.

Hypothesizing that the radicalisation process remains a social process, more
research is needed in order to find out whether autonomous cells, lone wolves,
fixated individuals, and individuals informed by ‘‘hatred of the system’’ nowadays
are influenced by comparable social processes. For instance, in The Netherlands
not only politicians and public authorities receive digital death threats, but almost
anyone who speaks publicly about whatever issue, no matter if they are artists,
football trainers, soap opera stars, opinion makers, or singer=songwriters, receives
such threats. Therefore the question is whether political or ideological anger is an
important explanation for the wave of death threats, or that death threats have
become a ‘‘normalized’’ repertoire of contention in society and therefore also affect
the political domain. Along the same line of reasoning, one can wonder if Karst
Tates really hated monarchy so much that he decided to execute an attack against
it, or that he was longing for notoriety (‘‘dying in a blaze of glory’’ in order to be
converted from a nobody into a somebody116) and rightfully estimating that hitting
monarchy was the best and fastest way of realizing this. Looking for both continuity
and change in (political) violence and carefully contextualizing and historicizing
apparently ‘‘new’’ developments therefore seems to be of utmost importance in order
to fully understand current manifestations of the violence that society is facing.
For scientists and intelligence or law enforcement officials alike, it seems therefore
to be of the utmost importance to analyse as factually and precisely as possible
whether the current threat of menacing individuals and small autonomous cells is
as new or as threatening as it sometimes appears in political and public discourse,
and to decide which counter measures are best suited for an approach that is
effective, efficient, and in proportion to the real threat level.
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